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How to Buy Incinerator 

Business Term 

1. Clover Medical Limited save all rights to mend/update product 

information on website. The specifications are subject to change without 

prior notice. 

 

2. We accept business term: FOB/C&F/CIF term, by sea/train, full 

container or bulk goods. 1. FOB (Free on Board), the price leave China port. 

2. C&F (Cost and Freight), FOB price and freight cost. 3. CIF (Cost and 

Insurance and Freight), FOB price and insurance fee and freight cost.  

 

3. Payment Term: 

By sea: 50% deposit T/T (bank transfer) in advance, and 50% balance 

T/T before shipping day. 

By Train: 100% T/T in advance. 

 

4.Shipping Document & Packing: Generally, We supply (1)Bill of Lading 
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(Way Bill), what's sample...(2)Commercial Invoice, (3)Packing List ONLY.  

If any further documents/certification and label print/words on packing 

material or documents which request by importer or local customs, 

whatever happen in China or oversea, should inform seller in advance 

and charge as actual cost. For example, Fumigation Certification, 

embassy certificate, BV/SGS...inspection, certificate of original (C/O), 

Form A, etc. Buyer must to inform seller in advance and pay these cost. 

Seller save all rights to postpone/cancel shipping and request lost cost 

cause this incident. If the importer local customs arrest/request penalty 

or other situation caused by buyer mistake, Clover Medical save all right 

to request compensation/litigation. Thanks for your cooperation. 

 

5. The leading time is mostly 3-6 weeks, depending on the products and 

quantity. 

 

 

6. Guarantee: One year for the equipment. We supply spare parts for 

maintenance, free charge within the first year and the delivery charge is 

on the buyer. 

http://www.clover-incinerator.com/CLOVER%20MEDICAL%20blsample.pdf
http://www.clovermedical.net/CLOVER%20MEDICAL%20blsample.pdf
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7. Insurance: Bear all risks of loss of or damage to the goods from 

the time they have passed the ship's rail at the named port of 

shipment. we proposal apply All Risks insurance under each 

contract. When buyer pickup goods at local site, must inspect 

carefully. If any damage happened under insurance policy, buyer 

should inform insurance company and Clover Medical Limited 

immediately. We will provide necessary assistance. 

  

 


